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World Financial News Network favors NowAuto Helping People Find Cars

Summary: Dr. Joseph de Beauchamp of World Financial News Network gives favorable
analysis NowAuto helping people find cars.

Seattle, WA(PRWEB) June 23, 2005 -- WFNN's consistently outperforms established industry benchmark
indicators. Based on in-depth research and analysis, their analysts recommend securities worldwide showing
the highest probability for stock price appreciation. With constant vigil, WFNN looks for economic
opportunities in the private and public company sectors.

Dr. Joseph de Beauchamp, WFNN's Chief Independent Analyst, said, Â�They are now recommending NWAU
once again. NowAuto has acquired Sunburst Car Company, which is the largest independent volume dealership
in Arizona. This now makes NowAuto the largest independent dealership in Arizona with four locations in the
Southwest. NowAuto finances When WFNN featured NowAuto the stock price was .30 and NowAuto is
currently at $1.20. If you took our recommendation you would have a 400% return in only 6-months.Â�

For information of this dynamic company examine: http://wfnn.info and http://freestock1.com displaying in the
search engine section.

About WFNN: World Financial News Network provides a unique blend of data, timely information and today's
technologies to assist with up-to-the-minute investment and economic values on markets and investments
around the world.

About NowAuto:
NowAuto owns Navicom GPS, which has made a significant transition from a Tier 2 provider to a Tier 1
provider. Last month, Navicom announced that they are spending close to $1 million to develop a Navicom
GPS Box and Network to launch later this summer. This means Navicom will be a direct competitor to Lo-Jack,
Aircept, and CSI. Navicom works in 98% of the US, Canada, and Mexico and the company expects to sell a
minimum of 1,000 units each month beginning in the 4th Quarter (cost is about $250 per unit not including
airtime.) Airtime is a reoccurring revenue stream with significant margins. Navicom has been featured in many
articles and interviews recently. This type of exposure combined with our strategic focus and vertical
integration, they expect to have monthly sales far exceeding 1,000 units a month by the start of Q4.

Dr. Joseph de Beauchamp, Pubic relations
206-343-3912
joedebo@wfnn.info
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Contact Information
Joseph De Beauchamp
WFNN
http://freestock1.com
206-343-3912

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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